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Mahindra Electric to invest Rs 1000 crore 

Mahindra Electric, part of the Mahindra & Mahindra Group, has announced an investment of Rs.
1,000 crore in new products, technologies and increasing capacity. The new facility will produce
battery systems, power terrain, control units and power electronics. Out of Rs. 1,000 crore, Rs.
400 crore has already been invested in product technology. Now Rs. 100 crore will be put
towards the development of new technology hub. The company will further invest Rs 500 crore
over the next five months to strengthen its capabilities and modernize electro mobility
technology.
Mahindra Electric to invest Rs 1000 crore

Maruti Suzuki's sales declined 1% to 449,834, while the overall Indian passenger vehicle market
fell 3.6% year-on-year to 870,804 in the quarter ended September. This after a spectacular jump
of 22% to 873,501 units in April-June quarter, mainly due to a 3% outperformance of the main
players. Maruti Suzuki saw its market share fall below 50% after nearly six months, reaching
48.4% in October, compared with 55% in April 2018. This decline is mainly due to increased
competition and portfolio fatigue.
Maruti Suzuki’s market share fall below 50%

AUTO & AVIATION

By Chirag Goyal

Reva Electric Car Company, 
which was acquired by 
Mahindra & Mahindra in 2010, 
now called as Mahindra 
Electric 

Maruti Suzuki’s market share fall below 50%

https://auto.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/industry/mahindra-electric-to-invest-rs-1000-crore-in-expansion/66633352
https://auto.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/passenger-vehicle/cars/maruti-suzuki-feels-the-heat-loses-market-share/66628821


Mahindra and Mahindra owns a 
51% stake in France-based Peugeot 
motorcycles but Classic Legends has 
global brand rights for the British-
classic BSA Company.

Jawa revived with the launch of  3 new motorcycles

Classic Legends Private Limited, a subsidiary of Mahindra and Mahindra, has revived the classic
Jawa brand with three Jawa motorcycles. The bikes are called Jawa, Jawa Forty Two and Perak.
Jawa and Jawa Forty-2 will be launched first and should be available early next year. The Perak, a
custom factory job, will be introduced later. Jawa has been revived decades after being killed by
a new generation of bright, colourful, economical and low-maintenance motorcycles from
Japanese companies such as Yamaha and Honda.
Jawa revived with the launch of  3 new motorcycles

AUTO & AVIATION

By Chirag Goyal

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/mahindra-revives-classic-jawa-brand-launches-3-motorcycles-starting-at-rs-1-55-lakh/articleshow/66632115.cms


SC to hear plea against NCLAT order allowing UltraTech to buy Binani Cements

Centre will not amend any provision of RERA

Rajputana Properties, owned by Dalmia Bharat Pvt. Ltd has appealed to SC against NCLAT
approval of allowing UltraTech Cements Ltd revised Rs.7900 crore bid to acquire debt-laden
Binani Cement Ltd.
The dispute is a decision by Binani Cement’s committee of creditors to consider an improved bid
from UltraTech after Rajputana Properties’ ₹6,930 crore bid was declared the highest bidder and
filed with the Kolkata bench of the bankruptcy court for its approval.
The NCLAT said that the resolution process under the IBC should consider the interests of even
those creditors who are not part of the resolution process, such as operational creditors, while
also maintaining the ability of the target company in continuing as a going concern.
UltraTech to buy Binani Cements

The government will not amend any provision of RERA and warned states against tweaking rules
of the centre’s real estate law.
The Union housing and urban affairs minister Hardeep Singh Puri said the “full benefit” of the
Real Estate Regulatory Act (RERA) will be realized only when its provision is implemented in
letter and spirit.
So far, 33,750 real estate projects have been registered under RERA while 26,018 agents have
also been registered under it.
Centre will not amend any provision of RERA

REAL ESTATE, 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

& CEMENT

By Arpit Daga & Akshit 

Batra

* IBC - The objective of the 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy 
Code is resolution (and) the 
purpose of the resolution is 
for maximization of the value 
of assets of the corporate 
debtor

https://www.livemint.com/Companies/DtymsP85XdwQiA5iKoMyUL/SC-to-hear-Dalmia-Groups-challenge-to-NCLAT-order-approving.html
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/indl-goods/svs/cement/blackstone-temasek-in-talks-for-wonder-cement-stake/articleshow/66438719.cms


India housing prices set to grow at 2% in 2019

In a poll by Reuters, the housing prices are set to grow at half the rate of consumer price
inflation in 2019. India, which is grappling with liquidity crunch due to defaulting of ILFS and
ongoing tussle between RBI and government over tight liquidity has lead to slowdown in real
estate market, which is heavily depended on borrowing for property building and buying.
Financial institutions have been cautious in lending due to rising bad loans and NPA’s, further
adding to the distress. Housing prices rose at average 8.5% last year as per RBI’s NHB Residex*.
Reuters poll of market experts highlights that housing prices would rise at 2.8% this year and 2%
next year. This would the lowest growth in the last decade. The worst hit city is expected to be
Delhi where prices are expected to fall by 2.5% owing to overvaluation of properties without
any fundamentals. Bangalore and Chennai were marked fairly priced while Mumbai was marked
overly priced.
India housing prices set to grow at 2% in 2019
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By Arpit Daga & Akshit 

Batra

*RESIDEX is a housing price
index (HPI) formulated and
developed by the National
Housing Bank, a wholly owned
subsidiary of the RBI. RESIDEX
currently measures price
change in residential housing
across 50 cities in India.

https://in.reuters.com/article/global-precious/gold-jumps-as-dollar-slides-palladium-hits-record-high-idINKCN1NL0FR


Apollo Pharmacy to divest pharmacy business 

Sun reports surprise loss in this quarter of INR 219 crore against the analyst
estimate

Apollo Hospitals Enterprise will be divesting its front-end retail pharmacy business and spinning
it off into a separate entity called Apollo Pharmacies Ltd. The move will make Apollo compliant
with the prescribed FDI limits and help them to further expand their pharmacy retail business.
Apollo Pharmacy Ltd will focus on building a multi-year growth platform to get to a medium-
term target of 5000 pharmacies over five years with a goal of Rs 10,000 crore in revenues.
Currently they have 3167 outlets with a strength of 21000 employees. The company has also
decided to enter e-commerce as part of its multi-channel strategy to provide consumers with a
choice between online and physical stores.
Apollo Pharmacy to divest pharmacy business

Pharma major Sun Pharmaceutical reported a consolidated loss of INR 218.82 Cr for this quarter.
This was posted after the company incurred a one-time charge related to the settlement of an
antitrust* litigation in the U.S. with Canadian drug maker Apotex.
Analysts had estimated a profit of INR 975 Cr. As the firm had posted a INR 912 Cr profit in the
corresponding quarter last year.
While the revenue increased 4.32 percent year-on-year to INR 6937.63 Cr during the quarter
under review against INR 6,650 Cr last year, the total expenditure took a leap to INR 5,963 Cr in
Q2FY19 from INR 5,791 Cr.
Sun reports surprise loss in this quarter of INR 219

PHARMACEUTICALS

By Dixit Sambyal & Shefali 
Sharma

Antitrust laws, also referred to 
as "competition laws," are 
statutes developed by the U.S. 
Government to protect 
consumers from predatory 
business practices by ensuring 
that fair competition exists in 
an open-market 
economy. These laws have 
evolved along with the market, 
vigilantly guarding against 
would-be monopolies and 
disruptions to the productive 
ebb and flow of competition.

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/healthcare/biotech/pharmaceuticals/apollo-hospitals-to-hive-off-retail-pharmacy-business-into-new-company/articleshow/66626339.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/earnings/sun-pharma-reports-surprise-q2-loss-of-rs-219-crore-on-one-time-hit/articleshow/66605172.cms


Antiretroviral : The drugs that do 
not kill or cure the virus. However, 

when taken in combination they can 
prevent the growth of the virus.

Cadila gets approval to market generic HIV drug in US

On Friday Zydus Cadila announced that it has received final approval from the USFDA to market 
generic Abacavir and Lamivudine tablets. The tablets are used in combination with other 
antiretroviral* drugs to treat HIV-type 1 infection. Along with these, the company also got 
approval for marketing Fondaparinux Sodium injections, used to treat the blood clots in deep 
veins and lungs. The tablets will be available in the strength of 600mg/300mg and will be 
manufactured at the firm’s Ahmedabad SEZ manufacturing facility while the injections will be 
manufactured at a partner’s facility.
Cadila gets approval to market generic HIV drug in US

PHARMACEUTICALS

By Dixit Sambyal & Shefali 
Sharma

https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/stocks/cadila-healthcare-gains-nearly-2-on-usfda-nod-3187741.html


TCS enters into a new partnership with ENGIE Laborelec

Infosys appoints Jayesh Sanghrajka as interim CFO

TCS, a leading global IT services provider has announced a partnership with ENGIE Laborelec, a
leading utilities research center and a part of the ENGIE group. The Duo will mainly focus on
developing new products and services for the utilities sector to ensure protection from cyber
security threats. The partnership will also prepare the utilities industry for European Union’s
recently implemented National Infrastructure Security (NIS) directive.
TCS enters into a new partnership with ENGIE Laborelec

Infosys’ Board of Directors appointed Mr. Sanghrajka as interim CFO of the company with effect
from November 17th. He was serving as deputy CFO of the company till now. Mr. Jayesh has a
experience of over 13 years at Infosys in two divisions and by profession is a chartered
accountant. He will take over the responsibility of M D Ranganath who recently resigned.
Infosys appoints Jayesh Sanghrajka as interim CFO

IT & TELECOM 

SECTOR

By Ankur Inani

Artificial Intelligence (AI) : AI is 
a technology that appears to 
emulate human performance 
typically by learning, coming to 
its own conclusions, engaging 
in natural dialogs with people, 
augmenting human efforts or 
replacing people on execution 
of non-routine task, also 
known as cognitive computing

https://www.tcs.com/tcs-partners-engie-laborelec-protect-critical-infrastructures-against-cyber-attacks
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/ites/infosys-names-jayesh-sanghrajka-as-interim-cfo/articleshow/66638895.cms


HCL Tech & NetBrain launched “HCL NetBot”

Vodafone Idea posts heavy loss in September Quarter

HCL tech India's third largest IT company and US based network automation provider NetBrain
Technologies launched “HCL NetBot”, a joint technology that network visibilities and network
automation capabilities. “HCL NetBot” will be a part of DRYiCE portfolio and it will automate the
complete lifecycle of network devices.
HCL Tech & NetBrain launched “HCL NetBot”

Telecom operator Vodafone Idea posted an after tax loss of Rs. 4974 crore for the quarter
ending September 30th. It also said about its plan to raise about Rs. 25000 crore. The company
said its board it is considering ways to raise the capital in which Vodafone group will pump in Rs.
11000 Cr and the Aditya Birla group will invest around Rs. 7250 crore.
The company’s revenue from operations for the quarter stood at Rs 7664 crore
Vodafone Idea posts heavy loss in September Quarter

IT & TELECOM 

SECTOR

By Ankur Inani

Major AI initiatives by Indian It
companies:
1. TCS – In 2015 TCS 

launched Ignio terming it 
‘world’s first cognitive 
system for enterprise IT’

2. Infosys- in 2017 Infosys 
launched its famous AI 
based platform ‘Nia’. 
Other AI platforms of 
Infosys are ‘Mana’ and 
‘Aikido’ 

3. HCL Technologies –
‘DRYiCE’ is a division of 
HCL tech that focuses on 
AI powered products

http://www.theweekendleader.com/Headlines/18171/hcl-netbrain-to-help-firms-accelerate-network-automation.html
https://www.ndtv.com/business/vodafone-idea-earnings-telecom-company-reports-rs-4-974-crore-loss-in-september-quarter-1947536


Anti-dumping Duty on steel is
a protectionist tariff that a
domestic government imposes
on foreign imports of steel
that it believes are priced
below fair market value.

METALS & MINING

By Thomas Kuncheria

Q2 FY18-19 Results- Metals and Mining

Q2 Results-Metals and Mining

Company Name Revenue YoY PAT YoY

2QFY18-19 2QFY17-18 2QFY18-19 2QFY17-18

Tata Steel 43,544 32,464 34% 3116 1,018 206.09%

JSW Steel 21,552 17,240 25% 2,087 836 149.64%

Hindalco Industries(Standalone) 10,833.02 10,308.21 5% 308.62 392.99 -21.47%

Vedanta Limited 22,705 21,590 5% 1,900 2,195 -13.44%

Sail (Standalone) 16,718.04 13,617.42 23% 553.69 -539.06 202.71%

Jindal Steel and Power 9,982.25 6,123.40 63% 279.17 -499.48 155.89%

Hindustan Copper(Standalone) 469.37 459.49 2% 35.23 28.55 23.40%

NMDC(standalone) 2,437.92 2,421.33 1% 636.37 844.3 -24.63%

Hindustan Zinc (standalone) 4,777.00 5,309.00 -10% 1,815.00 2,545.00 -28.68%
(in crores)

Tata Steel announced that they have started the expansion of Tata Steel's Kalinganagar
plant to 8 million tons per annum capacity from 3 mtpa which will be incurred at a cost of
Rs 23,500 crore and would take 48 months
Tata Steel begins phase 2 expansion of Kalignagar plant to 8 MT

Tata Steel begins phase 2 expansion of Kalignagar plant to 8 MT

https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/tata-steel-begins-phase-ii-expansion-of-kalinganagar-plant-2-3154791.html


• India is home to the fifth-highest
reserves of iron ore in the world.

Coal prices increase as Coal India reduces e-auction offers

Coal prices have increased one–and-a-half-time due to reduction in e-auction offers. Other
factors for increasing coal prices were because of increase in demand for coal from power
plants and non-availability of coal from regular channels for non-power companies including
captive power plants. Between April and September, Coal India offered 19 % less coal
compared to the same period in the last year. Despite offering less coal, Coal India saw a 21 %
increase in its net income from e-auction compared to last year because of the higher price.
Coal prices increase as Coal India reduces e-auction offers

METALS & MINING

By Thomas Kuncheria

JSW Steel to increase capacity by 2.5 times

JSW Steel is planning to increase steel making capacity by 2.5 times to 45 million tonnes
per annum by 2030 to maintain its 15 % market share. JSW is planning to increase its Vijayanagar
steel plant to 23 mtpa from 12 mtpa now, in phases. They are also looking to double the Dolvi
plant capacity to 12 mtpa. The company had emerged to be the highest bidder to acquire the
3.5 mtpa steel plant of Bhushan Power and Steel Limited (BPSL) for Rs 19,700 crore which is currently
being challenged by Tata Steel.
JSW Steel to increase capacity by 2.5 times 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/indl-goods/svs/metals-mining/coal-prices-soar-as-cil-reduces-e-auction-offers/articleshow/66649004.cms
https://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/jsw-steel-eyes-25


Fine of 3 Crore each on Deutsche and J&K Bank

Payments giants may be taxed on Indian income

The RBI has imposed a penalty of Rs. 3crore each on Deutsche and Jammu and Kashmir
Bank Ltd for non compliance of various norms like Know Your Customer/Anti-money
Laundering (KYC/AML) norms, Income Recognition and Asset Classification etc. According
to the RBI, these penalties are due to the failure of those banks to adhere to the direction

issued by it.
Fine of 3 Crore each on Deutsche and J&K Bank

Earlier on Oct 15, the RBI has ordered payments companies to locally store data on all
transactions taking place within India. Visa, MasterCard and American Express confirmed that
they had taken steps to comply with the RBI norms. These companies are currently out of the
tax net in India, as they do not have a ‘permanent establishment’. They may have to pay around
15% tax on their Indian income.
Payments giants may be taxed on Indian income

BANKING

By Sayani Paul

*Permanent establishment is a
concept in taxation that
determines where an
organization is required to pay
tax.

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/rbi-imposes-fine-of-rs-3-crore-each-on-deutsche-bank-jk-bank/articleshow/66622625.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/payments-majors-visa-mastercard-and-american-express-may-be-taxed-on-india-income/articleshow/66583545.cms


Ashok Chawla resigns as non executive chairman of YES bank

Ashok Chawla, non-executive chairman of YES bank has resigned on Wednesday. According to
Chawla the bank needs a chairman who can devote more time and attention to the activities
when CEO is about to leave.
Ashok Chawla resigns as non executive chairman of YES bank  

BANKING

By Sayani Paul

*Spread in banking is the
difference between the rate
of interest of lending and
deposit..

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/company/corporate-trends/ashok-chawla-resigns-as-yes-bank-chairman/articleshow/66624432.cms?utm_source=whatsapp_app&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=socialsharebuttons


Lanxess India to invest Rs 1250 Crore in India

CHEMICALS AND 

PAINTS

By Payal Jhawar and 
Sukriti Hatgaonkar

Lanxess AG is a specialty chemicals* company and they have two manufacturing facilities
in India, one in Madhya Pradesh and the other one in Gujarat. According to them, India
has a high growth potential in the chemicals sector and their sales have more than
doubled in the last ten years in India market. They have decided to invest Rs 1250 Crore
over next five years to increase the capacity at both manufacturing plants. Their
production focus will be on chemical intermediates and high performance plastics.
Lanxess India to invest Rs 1250 Crore in India

Fall in crude prices leads to a jump in paint stocks

Crude oil prices fell by almost 7 % to USD 65.5 per barrel. Since crude oil forms the raw material
for many paint companies, they saw a vast reduction in input prices due to this drop in prices.
Both Berger Paints and Nerolac Paints stock prices improved by almost 5%, whereas Asian Paints
stock improved by about 3%. Paints sector is always seen to be in tandem with changes in crude
oil prices.
Fall in crude prices leads to a jump in paint stocks

*Specialty Chemicals are those
which provide a wide variety of
effects on which many other
industries rely. For example,
adhesives, flavours, lubricants,
etc.

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/companies/lanxess-india-to-pump-in-1250-cr-over-five-years/article25509101.ece
https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/markets/crude-price-fall-helps-omc-aviation-paint-stocks-gain-up-to-12-it-dips-as-rupee-gains-3165801.html


Modi Naturals to enter RTE Food segment with Pipo

E-commerce sector driving demand for warehousing in Bangalore

Modi Naturals has for the first time entered the ready-to-eat food segment with the popcorn
label ‘Pipo’. The goal is to appeal to the traditional taste-buds of the Indian consumers, and so
the debut flavour is aptly named Desi Cocktail. According to the company, the flavour harnesses
the availability of exotic spices in India and according to their study, they have found it to be
popular among all age groups. The product differentiates itself from other similar products in
the market by including a ‘taste bomb sachet’ which enhances the flavour of the popcorn. The
timing of introducing this product may be correct as the gourmet popcorn market in India is
projected to grow by CAGR 36% by 2022.
Modi Naturals to enter RTE Food segment with Pipo

Driven by the rise of e-commerce companies in Bangalore, the warehousing industry in the city
has seen a shift towards becoming more organized in recent months. The majority of
Bangalore’s total warehousing, demand was driven primarily by the e-commerce sector,
followed by third party logistics and FMCG firms. Firms are increasingly moving away from low-
cost storage facilities and toward organized players in this market. The profile of occupiers sees a
shift too, from smaller regional firms being replaced by large multinationals. Flipkart leased
170,000 sqft while Reliance Retail leased 442,000 sqft at an average rate of Rs. 14-22 per sqft in
2017.
E-commerce sector driving demand for warehousing in Bangalore

FAST MOVING 

CONSUMER GOODS

By Kenneth Rohan Kotian

Bengaluru’s warehousing
transaction volume was 2.1
million square feet (sqft) in
2017, up from 1.1 million
square feet in 2016.

http://www.businessworld.in/article/Modi-Naturals-Enters-Ready-to-cook-Food-Segment-With-Pipo/18-10-2018-162544/
https://retail.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/e-commerce/e-tailing/e-commerce-sector-driving-demand-for-warehousing-in-bengaluru-report/66145923


Arvind gets NCLT's approval for demerger of branded apparel, engineering biz

Last Friday, textiles major Arvind said it has received nods from the National Company Law
Tribunal (NCLT) * for its scheme of demerger of its branded apparel and engineering businesses
into separate entities. According to the company, it expects demerger of branded apparel
business and engineering business to become effective from the second half of November.

Arvind Fashions and Anveshan may also get independently listed in early January. NCLT has
sanctioned the Composite Scheme of Arrangement amongst Arvind and Arvind Fashions and
Anveshan Heavy Engineering and The Anup Engineering and their respective Shareholders and
Creditors
Arvind gets NCLT's approval for demerger of branded apparel

TEXTILE & RETAIL

By Vimal & Anoop

*The National Company Law 
Tribunal (NCLT) is a quasi-
judicial body in India that 
adjudicates issues relating to 
Indian companies.

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/company/corporate-trends/arvind-gets-nclts-approval-for-demerger-of-branded-apparel-engineering-biz/articleshow/66384336.cms


Gautam Singhania steps down as Raymond Apparel chairman

Gautam Singhania has stepped down as the chairman of Raymond Apparel Ltd. Adman Nirvik
Singh was appointed as non-executive chairman of the Raymond group subsidiary, which owns
Park Avenue, Color Plus, Parx and Raymond Ready-to-Wear brands. Singh, a veteran advertising
and communications professional, is currently the Chairman & CEO, Asia Pacific, Middle East,
and Africa of Grey Group Asia Pacific.

Company officials said Singhania resigned because he wanted seasoned executives to
professionals Raymond Apparel's management and enhance corporate governance. “I have
always believed in setting the highest standard of governance and have always advocated to run
the business professionally.” said Singhania. He will continue to be on the board of Raymond
Apparel.
Gautam Singhania steps down as Raymond Apparel chairman

TEXTILE & RETAIL

By Vimal & Anoop

https://www.business-standard.com/article/companies/gautam-singhania-quits-as-raymond-apparel-ceo-hires-ad-veteran-to-run-firm-118111401299_1.html


Philips TVs to re-enter market

After a gap of one year, Philips TVs are set to make a comeback in Indian Market. Under new
licensing arrangement Philips has roped in Chinese contract manufacturer TPV to manufacture.
The company earlier had a partnership with Videocon to manufacture and sell. Philips TVs
phased out of market following the financial crisis against Videocon. TPV now holds the license
to manufacture monitors, TVs, mobile phones and tablets for many regions worldwide.
The company will be producing the TVs at the factory of local contract manufacturer, Dixon
technologies , and plans to offer various screen sizes between 24-inch and 65-inch.
Philips TVs to re-enter market

CONSUMER 

DURABLES

By Vignesh Raj

BIS Hallmark - In India, BIS is
the accreditation agency which
certifies and hallmarks gold
jewellery. A hallmark consists
of carat, stamp of BIS,
hallmarking centre’s mark,
year of mark and jeweller’s
identification mark.
18k mean 75% purity (denoted
by 750) and 22k mean 91.6%
(denoted by 916) purity

Bureau of India Standard is asking the consumers to check for its trademark. It has launched an
awareness campaign across print, television and digital media conveying buyers to look for the
mark. This comes after the asking the jewellery makers to ‘Hallmark’ the gold they sell.

Business Standard – 15 November Page 6

BIS emphasising for new gold standard – Hallmark

https://retail.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/consumer-durables-and-information-technology/consumer-electronics/philips-tvs-to-make-a-comeback-after-a-gap-of-nearly-one-year/66645815


Air-Conditioner market to explode 

IKEA India’s initiative to turn paddy residue to raw material

In Global Cooling Summit US-based Rocky Mountain Institute released a report saying India will
have Room Air-Conditioners (RAC) more than 1billion by 2050, up from just 26.3million in 2016.
This means India will account for a quarter of the global room AC market. Currently India
contributes only 7% of global RAC’s.
Air-Conditioner market to explode

IKEA is planning to work with farmers and the government in India to convert rice straw to raw
material. This environmental friendly solution can stop the stubble burning. The company said
that product prototype from this process will be ready by 2018 and it would sell in 2019-20.
IKEA India’s initiative to turn paddy residue to raw material

CONSUMER 

DURABLES

By Vignesh Raj

National Family Health Survey 
(NFHS) shows that one in five 
Indians own n AC or cooler. 
The share of AC/cooler owners 
is the highest in Delhi-NCR, 
followed by Hyderabad region

http://www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in/files/file/Global_Cooling_Challenge_Report_2018.pdf
https://retail.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/home-and-decor/furniture-and-decor/ikea-wants-to-turn-paddy-residue-into-raw-material/66636679


RBI cancels registration of 65 NBFCs

IDFC First Bank may start operations from New Year

RBI cancelled registration of certificate of 65 NBFCs through two separate notifications for
unspecified reasons. Most of these NBFCs are in Delhi, while a few of them are in Uttar Pradesh
and Haryana. While only one each are from Ahmedabad and Coimbatore. The cancelation of
NBFC registration by the banking regulator comes at a time when the NBFC sector is already
facing liquidity crunch due to non-payment of dues by IL&Fs.
RBI cancels registration of 65 NBFCs

IDFC First Bank, the new entity formed after the amalgamation of Capital First with IDFC Bank, is
set to launch operations from the New Year. Shareholders and creditors of IDFC Bank and Capital
First had approved the transaction in October and November, respectively.
On October 25, IDFC Bank had said its board has approved making an application to the Reserve
Bank of India to change its name to ‘IDFC First Bank Limited’. The new bank will build on the
reach of Capital First to enhance its retail business and also use model of IDFC Bank for
wholesale banking, sources close to the development said.
IDFC First Bank may start operations from New Year

NBFC

By Svetlana Honakande

Non Convertible Debentures:
Debentures are long-term
financial instruments which
recognize a debt obligation
towards the issuer. The
debentures which can't be
converted into shares or
equities are called non-
convertible debentures

https://www.businesstoday.in/top-story/rbi-cancels-registration-of-65-nbfcs/story/291325.html
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/idfc-first-bank-may-start-operations-from-new-year/article25487267.ece


ICRA downgrades long-term ratings of NCD programme of IDFC Bank

ICRA has downgrades the long-term rating of non-convertible debenture program of IDFC Bank
and has also reaffirmed its rating for the bank's certificates of deposits. The outlook on the long-
term rating of the bank has been kept 'stable'. The ICRA said as the bank is in early stages, its
profitability even after the proposed merger with Capital First Limited (rated [ICRA] A1+) may
remain weak in near to medium term due to its poor core operating profitability. However, it
said IDFC Bank's capitalisation profile remains strong to support credit growth without the need
to raise capital in the medium term.
ICRA downgrades long-term ratings of NCD
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https://www.businesstoday.in/sectors/banks/icra-downgrades-longterm-ratings-of-ncd-programme-of-idfc-bank-keeps-outlook-stable/story/291413.html


Neeraj Kanwar, MD of Apollo Tyres, takes 30% pay cut

Motherson Sumi net profit declines even as sales rise

Vice Chairman and Managing Director of Apollo Tyres, Neeraj Kanwar will take a 30% cut in
salary. Mr. Kanwar faced strong objections from institutional and private investors over a 42%
salary hike last year.
The company on October 1st commissioned an independent report from Ernst & Young, to
benchmark managing director’s compensation amount and structure.
Along with salary cut the board will also seek approval of the shareholders for a cap on
promoter compensation, which is to be 7.5% of the profit before tax.
Neeraj Kanwar, MD of Apollo Tyres

Motherson Sumi reported its net profit for the quarter ended September 2018 at 495.48 Cr,
16.51% less from its 593.45 Cr net profit during the quarter ended September 2017. Sales rose
11.36% to Rs 14853.55 crore in the quarter ended September 2018 as against Rs 13338.21 crore
during the previous quarter ended September 2017.
Motherson Sumi net profit declines even as sales rise

AUTO ANCILLARY

By Koustubh Mannari

Apollo Tyres is India’s second 
largest tyre producer. 

https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/technology/auto/under-fire-from-stakeholders-apollo-tyres-md-neeraj-kanwar-takes-30-pay-cut-3164991.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/news-cm/motherson-sumi-systems-consolidated-net-profit-declines-16-51-in-the-september-2018-quarter-118111500429_1.html


Steel Strips Wheels Limited (SSWL) bags another export order for 70,000 wheels

Steel Strips Wheels (SSWL) have bagged new export orders for steel wheels for EU caravan
market. The order comprises of over 70,000 Wheels, mix of 13′ and 14′, to be shipped from its
Chennai plant over the next 3 months. The company expects repeat orders from this customer
in near future.
Steel Strips Wheels Limited (SSWL) bags another export
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By Koustubh Mannari

SSWL is a part of the Steel
Strips Group, headquartered in
Chandigarh. It is engaged in
the manufacturing of single
piece steel wheel rims in the
range of 10 to 30 inches for
scooters, passenger cars,
utility vehicles and tractors

https://udaipurkiran.com/sswl-bags-new-export-order-for-steel-wheels-2/


Kochi port gets digital container tracking solution

FarEye Acquires Dipper To Create Digital Freight Ecosystem

To streamline the container logistics operations at Kochi Port, one of the busiest ports on the
Arabian Sea, DMICDC Logistics Data Services (DLDS) has launched the digital container tracking
solution. With the inclusion of Kochi Port, Logistics Data Bank's(LDB) ICT-based services have
become operational at seven ports of India at 15 port terminals. The LDB’s container tracking
solution has helped cut the port their dwell time and the overall transportation time for export
and import shipments.
Kochi port gets digital container tracking solution

New Delhi-based logistics management start-up FarEye has acquired Dipper Technologies, an
Internet-of-things (IoT) platform that provides visibility and predictability in freight movement.
Founded in 2013, FarEye is a Software as a Service mobility platform that aims to solve
complicated last-mile delivery issues. The joint comprehensive solution with Dipper will enable
shippers to gain an end to end visibility of the freight and will give them access to preventive tools
for optimizing supply chain management.
FarEye Acquires Dipper To Create Digital Freight Ecosystem
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* In transportation, dwell
time or terminal dwell
time refers to the time a
vehicle such as a public
transit bus or train spends
at a scheduled stop
without moving.

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/kochi-port-gets-digital-container-tracking-solution/article25519789.ece
https://inc42.com/buzz/logistics-player-fareye-acquires-dipper-to-create-digital-freight-ecosystem/


GST, infrastructure status props up warehousing realty growth 

With a continuous structural shift in the Indian warehousing segment, the fragmented and
smaller warehouses are transforming into centralized warehousing hubs with a focus on
improving the supply chain efficiencies. This trend is seen post the implementation of the Goods
and Service Tax and has resulted in a CAGR of fifteen percent from 2014 to 2016. Also, the CAGR
is expected to be twenty one per cent of Grade A warehouse stocks from 2017 to 2021 in many
cities across India. There was also an increase in transaction volumes of warehousing space by
eighty-five percent in 2017 to 25 million square feet across the top cities which included NCR,
Mumbai, Pune, Chennai, Kolkata, Ahmedabad and Bengaluru.
GST, infrastructure status props up warehousing realty growth
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https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/gst-infrastructure-status-props-up-warehousing-realty-growth/articleshow/66611054.cms

